NOVEMBER 2011
THIS MONTH
This month’s edition of The Romsey Modeller sees yours truly Dale at the helm (assisted by Paul!!) while, our
Editor suns himself in Thailand. Thanks Tony!
You’d expect the wheels to fall off the operation in Tony’s absence and you’d be right! We must all be thankful
for Tony’s continued efforts to get the magazine together on time for publication on the website, and in time
for each month’s club meeting. He does make it look all too easy.
Anyhow, despite the chaos behind the scenes we do have a magazine for you this month. Karol continues his
Polish Special Forces figures, Paul plods along with his year long Kawasaki build and reports on the clubs visit to
Yeovilton, while Nigel tells us of his traders experience at the same event. We have Russell’s concluding article
on his US Pinto race car and offer’s an insight into the recovery of a 62 year old T34 in Russia, while Dale
recounts his ‘10 from 10’ exhibition at last month’s meeting. Finally we have some very useful reference links
from our overseas member, Carlton.
I couldn’t let this month editorial pass without mentioning the annual competition. Paul has listed a number of
rules which will hopefully clarify some points raised in recent weeks which, hopefully, will help the newer
members that have joined us this year. See you by the voting slips!!

Enjoy the magazine!!

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater
for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 3rd Wednesday of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we often run
workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also attend most
of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just
come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for
details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS BY PAUL ADAMS
ANNUAL COMPETITION
th

This year’s annual competition marks the 10 time we’ll have run the event to seek a new winner of the John
Cox Memorial Trophy (the trophy was renamed in 2005 following John’s passing) , and judging by last year’s
entries, it should prove to be another spectacular occasion with prospect of some superb models on show
from our members.
If you are planning to enter a model (or two), please read through the rules (there are not many) to ensure
your model is eligible.








If your model has been placed previously in an annual competition, that’s first, second or third in any
class (except the ‘I’ve started but… ’ class) your model is NOT eligible. For example, both of my Aprilia
race bikes entered in 2010 are not eligible as they placed first and second in the vehicle class.
If your model finished fourth or lower, in any given class, in any annual competition, your model IS
eligible.
Your model IS eligible if you have placed first, second, or third in any other competition, i.e., St
nd
Georges, Tamiya, and Build a model, etc. So, for example Dale’s KGV, Tony’s 1/32 Spitfire and
Malcolm’s Sherman are all eligible. Tangmere models are too if you want to prise them away from the
museum staff!!!
Your model must not be diecast based or radio controlled. Static models with moving/working
features (i.e. motorised propeller, lighting) are permitted.

These rules are obstensively to promote and encourage the building of new models which in turn help you, the
entrant, to garner more votes. Vote’s, of course, mean prizes!!
At the November evening, members will vote for their favourite 3 models in each class. The winners of each
class will be announced at the December meeting, after which we’ll have a vote off using each class winner to
find the best in show. The classes are unchanged from last year aside from a name change to class 9;
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nd

Class 1 - Aircraft 1/72 scale and below
nd
Class 2 - Aircraft above 1/72 scale
Class 3 - Military Vehicles
Class 4 - Figures
Class 5 - Civilian vehicles
Class 6 - Ships
Class 7 - Dioramas
Class 8 - Miscellaneous
Class 9 – ‘I’ve started but…’ (unfinished work)

Good luck to all of the participants!

MUSEUM OF ARMY FLYING SHOW – MIDDLE WALLOP – 27 TH NOVEMBER
I have recently secured the club a 12 foot table at the fourth-coming Middle Wallop Show which takes place on
th
Sunday 27 November. We’ve been asked to come back for another year, this will be our fourth visit there, so
I guess we must be doing something right! The event will mark the end of show season for 2011, in what has
been a very busy year.
Despite my reservations about this show, it has at least been scheduled not to clash with the Bugle Call event,
which hopefully will improve the amount of visitors to the museum. Indeed this is an important show for us in
that it’s the closest to our base of Romsey and we hope to attract some new members to our club.
We have four passes for the show. More details on the next club night.

PROJECT AIRFIX BY RICHARD STEWART
Further to Tony’s mention of Project Airfix in his article
The Romsey Cubs is planning a Project Airfix build in the coming months. It looks like they will be running it
over a two week period of 30 mins each and they would like some experienced help (on a Friday evening). I’m
getting involved as my eldest son is in this cub pack. I have offered to chip in for one of the boxes, but they
need a further two boxes at £40.00 each to have enough for all their cubs. As this is a local Romsey
organisation and we may get some budding young modellers for the club for the future! (and some good
pictures for the mag and to send back to Airfix) do the club want to provide funds for at least another box?
Answer: We are keen to support the idea so I’m sure we will provide some funds, more discussion and an
update from Richard I’m sure on Wednesday (Ed)
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YEOVILTON AUTUMN MODEL SHOW - 22ND OCTOBER
After missing a number of shows this year due to work commitments, I was determined to get back in the
swing of things and while I had a gap in the calendar, I made my first ever visit to the autumn show at RNAS
Yeovilton. I’m glad I did, as it was a very enjoyable, relaxing day and a chance to experience the venue from a
slightly different perspective. The autumn show is most certainly quieter than its spring equivalent, yet the
atmosphere is similar with many of the traders and clubs returning for a second time. Indeed this was our
second display, though we were only afforded a 12 foot table to show off our modelling prowess, though
having said that, the location was just a short way from our normal spot, and with excellent lighting.

6 members were on hand for the display, with plenty of models available to represent a very good cross
section of interests in the club. Richard’s Hornet once again drew many admiring glances and comments which
then helped the rest of us get a look-in!! Dale provided more Naval models, I popped some bikes on the table,
Sean had some armour and aircraft (including his newly completed Seafire) and Steve brought his figure
collection along, and more armour too.
The quieter day offered the chance to catch up with old friends and chat with the members about ongoing
topics, the outcome of which will improve the look of the
table at shows sometime next year. Shane Price (les
garagistes) provided some healthy banter and chat at the
table during the day, while topics included last month’s
Airfix special, the annual competition and various
modelling purchases. Talking of which, how Richard
th
resisted the temptation to bag himself a 1/350 Tamiya
USS Enterprise kit including etch, going for just £75 was
beyond me. We even offered to chip in! He didn’t budge all
day! A few bargains were to be had, I managed to bag
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another bike kit for a tenner, the seller even brought the kits he had for sale to the table! Despite the show
being a mix of static and R/C models, there were predominantly plastic kits on sale in all three halls and it
would have been rude not to have relieved some of those kits from them!
Overall, it was a great day out with the lads. There were plenty of newly finished models to see, some of which
th
are in the photos below. From the top; a superb collection of 1/1200 scale ships through the ages; A nicely
th
weathered M10 in 1/35 ; An excellent group of bare metal Lightenings; Very complex rigging on this galleon; A
nd
1/32 model of the ME110; Paint or decals?; Superb Space shuttle Orbiter; Titanic and Olympic in 1/1200th
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YEOVILTON AUTUMN MODEL SHOW – A TRADER’S PERSPECTIVE BY NIGEL ROBBINS
I just don`t know where this year has gone! As I write this, IPMS Nationals (Scale Model World Telford) is
nearly upon us resulting in the usual panic over new releases and completing the display models in time so an
extra model show in October was in some ways a bonus but in others a distraction.
Matador Models have never attended either of the Yeovilton shows however I managed to talk Harold into
attending this year as the table price was reasonable, it wasn`t too far away and I knew that the show would
be busy. As it turned out we had a good pitch, just by the entrance to the Concorde Hall and plenty of room to
display our wares. In fact, we were both very pleased with the layout as at some shows space is limited and
you find yourself constantly stepping over stock boxes and kits throughout the course of the day. We were also
able to restock the display boxes and price up early many of the new items we are now carrying so,
consequently, we are more organised than usual for Telford. A bonus was that we were able to show our new
Cromwell conversions to the guys at Airfix who seemed impressed that we had released them so quickly and
we were able to catch up with many old friends throughout the day. Most of them were pleased and surprised
to see us at the show. I was lucky as a trader had dropped out so a show official, very kindly, offered me their
16 ft of tables free!!! I was, therefore, able to display all of my surplus kits on these and sold a lot more than I
expected to. In fact I now have to restock for Telford. Matador did quite well considering we had never
attended this show before and it is primarily an aircraft rather than an armour show. It is always interesting to
see what kits sell at shows, the days surprise was that we sold out of our Fordson WOT1 Ambulance, a kit we
rarely sell currently. We are always glad of the support and encouragement we receive from modellers, some
regulars, others occasional purchasers, in these challenging economic times and it is a joy to swap modelling
tips, give out information and answer questions. There was a good “Buzz” to the show and the feeling is that
we will attend next-years October show though we can`t attend the February 2012 one, much as we would like
to, as the company will be too busy organising “On Track 2012” in Folkestone (To which the club is invited to
attend)
All in all a successful day out though a long one (Up at 06:00, on the road at 06:45 home at 20:00)
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POLISH SPECIAL FORCES BY KAROL WICINSKI
JEDNOSTKA WOJSKOWA ‘NIL’ (MILITARY UNIT ‘NIL’)
One of the youngest units in the Polish special forces family, its nickmane ‘Nil’ was used by General. Fieldorf
during Second World War. Tradition takes very important part in today’s Polish Special Forces. The unit’s task
is to provide support to Special Forces command and combat units. This covers signal specialists, logistic
support but also formal auctions and other similar. ‘Nil’ soldiers are currently integral parts of most
deployments and takes a very important role in providing everything that is necessary to achieve Special Force
goals.

JEDNOSTKA WOJSKOWA AGAT (MILITARY UNIT AGAT)
Formed in the summer 2011, this unit is still selecting their first soldiers. This will be a light infantry unit similar
to the American 75 Ranger Regiment. Its main task will be providing combat support to other special forces
units during their missions. This can be operation area isolation, kinetic support or performing diversionary
actions. These tasks require a lot of heavy weaponry and probably specialized vehicles. All that will be
delivered in the future. The figure I created is an imaginary AGAT operator going to the battle. The M2
machine gun on a tripod and some antitank weapon are integral part of most of the operations. Attached to
his rucksack is high-vis orange panel used by allied units in often changing operational theatres to mark their
positions for air support.
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KAWASAKI ZXRR 2007 BY PAUL ADAMS

It’s been 5 months since my last update on this project and with Scale Modelworld looming just 8 weeks away
(at the time of writing) I’ve seized what little spare time I’ve had to catch up and get some serious progress
done. The recent August bank holiday weekend was an ideal opportunity to kick-start this one back into life.
Pun intended!!
In my last update I’d completed the decaling and clearing
of the cowlings and was looking forward to getting the
swingarm in place, which would enable a further
sequence of parts to be fitted. The decaling proved
problematic in that the carbon effect decals supplied in
the kit were very thick and therefore difficult to apply,
even with very strong decal solutions. Thankfully after
many hours of worked I achieved a reasonable result
once the cowls were cleared and polished.
The swingarm had been painted and ready to go for a
while but the shock parts needed painting - so it was out with the primer, Alclad Duraluminium and Pale Gold
and the parts were assembled complete with a pre-painted spring and fitted in place with the swingarm which
was attached using 1.6mm aluminium tubing
instead of the Tamiya screw. It was tight enough
not to require glue. I did however use screws to
attach the lower shock links as these are largely
out of sight with the main cowl in place. The
rear wheel went in using 1.6mm tubing once
more, the etch rear disc looks particularly
effective against the surrounding black parts.
After fiddling with some etch brake parts from
T2m for the rear brake line, I delicately glued the
exhaust in place.
For the front end of the bike I used the Tamiya upgrade fork set
which replicates the anodized aluminium forks perfectly. The
downside however was the tight fit of the thick resin front hugger
was even worse than if I’d have used the plastic ones in the kit. After
shaving off more material, and warming the whole thing up to
correct some warping (a result of heat from the CF process) the
hugger went on, but it doesn’t sit quite right, so I’ll have another
fiddle with it before completing the bike. It’s just a little too high at
the front and the pressure exerted on the forks has bent the link
between the slider and the fork which fortunately is largely hidden
by the hugger. Ho hum…
Returning to the cowlings, the bit I always dread…painting the
insides needed tackling, so this time around I sped up the process by
masking off the paint edge and filled in the other areas with blutak in
the gaps and a smelly masking fluid – it doesn’t look pretty but worked a treat. I was able to complete this in 2
hours and airbrushed on about 3 coats of Zero black. At the same time I painted the seat pads Humbrol flat
black and later attached them to the seat cowl.
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My attention returned to the forks and handlebars. More test fitting reveal a small amount of glue had dried in
the frame preventing the forks and top yoke to meet up, so some filing was carried being careful not to disturb
the paint finish. All was well, so I completed painting
the handlebars (lots of detail masking up) and added
throttle cables using Top Studio’s lovely detail set and a
brake bias cable from the same set – this was a new
feature for me to add and it really brings a nice human
touch to this area of the model.
With the detailing done I screwed the forks together
and could finally admire the bike on two wheels. The
assembly sequence provided with the transkit suggest
fitting the fairing first then feeding in the lower parts of
the fork – however it’s possible to assemble the bike in
very much the same way as many Tamiya kits – after
gluing in a detailed up radiator I tried my theory out. Fortunately it worked, even though it’s a little difficult to
handle the model without breaking bits off!! The lower cowl can be widened and carefully pulled up over the
engine – though the fit was still very tight, I managed to get the nose cowl on. So back off it came and will be
finally fitted once the other detailing is done to the engine. More next month!!
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AND NOW FOR SOMETHING COMPLETLEY DIFFERENT PART 4 – PINTO RACER BY RUSSELL EDEN

After building this car for what seems like an eternity I finally got my butt in gear and put the finishing touches
to it. Finally….!
I will admit to losing interest in this kit. I would like to say I’ll be avoiding American car kits in the future (I did
tell you! Ed) but I am currently rebuilding a (badly) partially build van kit from the 70’s. I’m a sucker for
punishment I know.
Anyway back to the Pinto.
First job – the
steering
wheel.
The kit is to be
built as a fly by
wire version by
the looks of it as
there’s no steering
column – this
would be fine on a
car with a body
but as this doesn’t
it looks a bit odd
with the steering
wheel
attached
the firewall and
nothing else! I
used a couple pins
from
an
ATE
machine
(Automatic Test
Equipment for the
non-engineers)
bent, attached to the steering rack and placed through a hole I drilled in the firewall. To this I attached the
steering wheel.
Second Job - the body – This one was easy – using the firewall as a mounting point and keeping the wheel
arches central to the rear wheels I glued the body in place and spent a fun half hour holding it in place until it
set. It’s still not quite in the correct place but
there’s not much I can do about that now.
Third job – the exhausts – which were up to the
kit’s usual standard – terrible! Once glued
together the down pipes were fine but the
silencer wasn’t round – it was so badly moulded
it looked like a squashed figure of ‘8’. I bought
some aluminium pipe from a model shop in
Portsmouth and replaced the plastic ones with a
nice piece of pipe. They look a bit oversize but
it’s a race car – who cares? The driver would
probably be deaf but a V8 on open pipes always
sounds good! The pipes were primered and
sprayed Humbrol polished aluminium with a bit
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of soot on the ends for effect. I really wasn’t going to do a Paul A and paint the heat marks on
them…(lightweight!! Ed) One day… On another kit maybe….

Job Four – the bonnet – a nice easy task – I glued some brass etch bonnet pins to finish it off.
This left the side crash bars. I did a bit of test fitting and they
would not fit round the exhausts and I’m not sure where the
front ends were meant to mount, if anywhere… The
instructions were no help. Please let me build something
Japanese next! Oh, I have, several in the time it’s taken to
build this!
At this point I decided the only thing to do was to cut the
front part of the crash bars off and just have the sides
attached to the body and nothing on the frame. This is what I
did with the following result – not too
Unfortunately I took the above photo when the glue was still
drying. I put the kit away and both crash bars have drooped.
Not too bad a nightmare as they don’t look too out of place.
Ho-hum…
And that is it – kit finished – finally. I admit to losing interest
with this kit which is a shame as I had high hopes for it but it
is so bad to start with it takes a lot of work to make into
something decent. My admiration for American car modellers
had rocketed since starting this.
Next project write up – something different, something
easier, something fun!
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WALKAROUND REFERENCE SITES BY CARLTON THURSTON
Our honorary US member Carl has sent me emails detail a large number of very good reference sites over the
last few months, I have compiled the emails together to produce what is a very comprehensive list of excellent
sites containing walk-around photos
Tony.
I have had love of airplanes since about 1938 when
I saw my first air show with my father. My
modelling stems from seeing so many real planes.
The first model that I remember seeing was a 7 foot
wingspan Westland Lysander that was hanging from
the ceiling in my father’s printshop about 1940. The
model was a Cleveland brand stick and tissue thing
without any covering on it, just the framework. It
was huge, and I never found out what became of it.
When I first got my computer about 2 1/2 years ago
I started looking for whatever I could find about
modelling and real planes. It was not long before I
began to find walkarounds, and I was hooked. I eventually found quite a few. Of course there is Prime Portal,
Aircraft Resource Center, the big better known ones, but the ones I also like are probably well known. Below
are a few that I consider worth looking at.
The first one has just one walkaround. It is for the F8 Crusader and has 153 thumbnail pictures. I put it first
because I think it will be of great use to anyone doing anyone of the models in any of the 3 popular scales,
namely the Academy 1/72nd, Hasegawa, Monogram 1/48th, or Trumpeter 1/32nd. You will find it
at,www.ffaa.net This is the French naval air site. You will have to look for it as it is all in French.
Next in line is www.seawings.co.uk This site covers flying boats and float planes. It is a huge site. Everything is
listed alphabetically. Some of the walkaround planes are: Saunders Roe SRA/1 jet fighter in 2 parts with a lot of
internal pictures. The coverage is amazing. A Short Sandringham with a lot of interior pictures, a 3 part
walkaround for the Short Sunderland with a very large number of interior pictures. A LUN Class-Ekranoplan
walkaround. Besides the walkaround’s, the reference section has a large section of plans, and the model
section has some good build articles.
Now we get into the French sources.
www.amaymodelesclub.co.uk Amongst the selection of walkarounds are a 2 page one on the Lockheed PV-2
Ventura, a 2 page one on the Fieseler Fi 156 Storch that would be a great help doing the Tamiya model. A 3
page walkaround on the OV-10B Bronco., and 3 pages of pictures on the Grumman E2C in 2 different
walkarounds, which will be useful with the Kinetic or Hasegawa model.
www.fanakit.fr On this one, click on Doc-Photos at the top of the page. On the page that comes up scroll down
to photoscopes, (French for walkarounds)
www.master194.com has a large selection of walkarounds, including one on the US Marines MV-22 Osprey,
one for the Vought F2G racing Corsair, and one for the Martin AM-1 Mauler and other A/C. It also features
helicopters and museums. The Israeli museum really stands out.
http://aviapassionmaquette.free.fr This is a huge aircraft and helicopter walkaround site. On the index page
that first comes up click on ‘photoscope musee Alat’ for the helicopter walkarounds. On that, click on
photoscopes in the column at the left side to get the A/C walkarounds. Click on montages for some pictorial
model builds.
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This next site is a model build site that is absolutely amazing. www.rojasbazan.com The guy scratchbuilds his
models in metal, using, as he says, no electrical tools. They are very highly detailed. He has you tube videos
that will blow your mind. The best of these for me is the one where he describes how he made a Vought F4U-1
Corsair.
www.warbirdphotographs.com This is about the largest site that I have found. On the index page that comes
up, click on Rods Warbirds, which will bring up the site index page. No matter which page you go on, go to the
bottom, where you will see 2 arrows in red circles. Use these to go from page to page. The walkarounds are in
the museum and airshow section. When you get onto a specific museum follow from page to page until you
get back to page number 1, where you started. To me, the most important feature of this site is the enormous
collection of World War II aircraft pictures. They are arranged by country and by manufacturer within the
country. There are literally thousands of these pictures. I would hazard a guess at about 15,000 or more in
total.
The last batch of walkaround sites, I think are worth looking into. While I was looking around when I first got
my computer I kept a log of all the sites I thought were interesting and did not separate the walkaround sites,
so I have had to look them all up. I have been on everyone of them in the past day or two before I have sent
this list over to you so I know that they are open. I generally tend to go on them about every 3 to 6 months just
to see what has been added. Some grow like weeds.
http://daytonipms.com is a very good site. They have access to the US Air Force Museum. There is a beautiful
set of cockpit pictures for theOV-1D that compliments the OV-1 walkaround in the AMAY club site. Good
walkaround s for the B-26 Maruder,A-36 Apache, S-3B Viking, USAF V-22 are among others.
www.philsaeronauticalstuff.com Is a huge site with some very detailed walkarounds They are often broken
down into sections of the plane, wings, fuselage, cockpit, landing gear, etc. Saab J-21,J29 Tunen J-32 Lancen J35 Draken are all here.
www.mincbergr.net Is a small all WW1 site, featuring plane Museums, and motors. The pictures are large and
show a lot of useful detail
www.ipmsairrace.org What I like here are the walkarounds on the "Winnie Mae" , Vega,Lindberghs Lockheed
Sirius floatplane "Tingmissartos", TheDouglas "World Cruiser", and Amelia Erharts red Vega. There are other
walkarounds as well.
www.ansmodelisme.com has a 10 page walkaround on the F-104, 5 pages on the SAAB Viggen, Multi pages on
the B-26 Invader, and P-40
www.b-domke.de Has aircraft and helicopters.
www.cybermodeleronline.com and www.primeportal.net ,and www.aircraftwalkaroundcenter.com are all
huge walkaround sites and well worth looking into. It is hard to pick anything special in them where they are
all so big.
http://ejectionsite.com This site has walkarounds of a large number of ejection seats. They are shown both
sides, front and back, and sometimes top and/or bottom. On the home page on the left side is a column of
various articles, some of which will amaze anyone reading them. In my opinion this is a site not to be missed.
Well you now have my list of what I think are the best of the walkaround sites. There are more that are club
related and are smaller. There are also ones on ships and armour, but that is another story, I am sure that I
have bored you long enough. I hope that your club members find these interesting and useful.
Carl
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10 YEARS 10 MODELS
th

As part of the club’s 10 anniversary celebrations club members are invited to bring along a selection of their
models which span their modelling career and (hopefully) shows the development of their skills. Paul Adams
took the challenge in August, Brian Sampson in September and Dale Koppi has completed the exercise in
October.

10 MODELS, 10 YEARS BY DALE KOPPI
Well, as it turns out, I have not been modelling for 10 years. I
restarted my modelling hobby back in early 2008 when Tony,
Paul and possibly Russell brought me into the light. While I may
not have been modelling for long enough, I have built at least 10
kits during my time spanning a few subjects. In order to
demonstrate my progression in each field, I brought along
roughly 4 models of each subject. These were ships, aircraft and
cars.

Ships
1/700 King George V with escort destroyer
This also had two spitfires performing a fly by. This kit was built in April 2008 and was then entered the
October 2008 Saint Georges competition where it was ranked 3rd. I was really impressed with the planes on
this model and enjoyed the detail that ships offer.
HMS Fearless 1/600
This was built in April 2009. This is an Airfix kit with white ensign Etch. This was
the first time I used etch to bring more detail to the model and also dabbled
with scratchbuilding some parts.

1/700 Japanese Destroyer
This was built at Model in a day Sept 2009. I learnt that metallic blue is really not a good color for the sea.
USS Fletcher class 1/700
This was built for Model in a day sept 2010. This was the first time I used Stretched sprue on a model and was
very happy with the results. Unfortunatly for me, the sprue was so fine that no one could see it.
1/350 King George V
This was built in time for the March 2011 – Saint Georges
competition where it was placed 1st. This Tamiya model
also has white ensign etch, and WEM's enamel paints. I also
experimented with some basic weathering on this model.
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Planes
ThunderJet
Built for the July 2008 Test Trout Hobbyboss Thunderjet
competition. This was my first plane model, and was a bit of a
disaster. The paint didn’t look right, and the canopy is no longer
transparent.

Raptor
Built for May 2010 – American competition. I was happy with this model, apart from my paint texturing. This is
due to dust in the air while spraying, so is solved by having a spray booth with extractor fan.
Raffale
Built back in Feb 2010. This large plane was the first time I had to apply large decals. This proved difficult as I
tore a few.
1/72 F16
Built for Model in a day Sept 2011 where the armour boys steamrolled the competition. I am happy with this
model, and the canopy and majority of paint finish turned out well. Shame I did not manage to finish the
model in the allotted time.

Cars
Shelby Mustang
This built for the July 2008 American Competition
was ranked 3rd. This was my first Car model and I
was happy with the results.
Jaguar XK
Built in Jan 2010. This was the first time I used Alclad
Chrome and Baremetal foil. I found this Revel kit
tricky to build.
Shelby Cobra
Built for the May 2010 – American competition where it was ranked 3rd. This was the first time I used Zero
paints and two part clear. This was a major step up in quality of finish.
Nissan GTR
Completed in Jan 2011 for Tamiya Competition. I started this kit 2 years prior and totally ruined the body after
melting it in thinners. I was very happy with how this kit turned out and was my finest looking car to date.So
overall, I feel that I have learnt a lot in the past 4 years of modelling and yet have still have so much to learn. It
is thanks to the other modellers in the club that I have learned rapidly from the mistakes made and the advice
they have generously given.
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WW II RUSSIAN TANK WITH GERMAN MARKINGS UNCOVERED AFTER 62 YEARS.
WW II Buffs will find this interesting. Even after 62years (and a little tinkering), they were able to fire up the
diesel engine!
A Komatsu D375A-2 bulldozer pulled the abandoned tank from its tomb under the boggy bank of a lake near
Johvi, Estonia. The Soviet-built T34/76A tank had been resting at the bottom of the lake for 56 years.
According to its specifications, it's a 27-ton machine with a top speed of 53km/hr.
From February to September 1944, heavy battles were fought in the narrow, 50 km-wide, Narva front in the
northeastern part of Estonia. Over 100,000 men were killed and 300,000 men were wounded there.
During battles in the summer of 1944, the tank was captured from the Soviet army and used by the German
army. (This is the reason that there are German markings painted on the tank's exterior.) On 19th
September, 1944, German troops began an organized retreat along the Narva front. It is suspected that the
tank was then purposefully driven into the lake to conceal it when its captors left the area.
At that time, a local boy walking by the lake, Kurtna Matasjarv, noticed tank tracks leading into the lake but
not coming out anywhere.
For two months he saw air bubbles emerging from the lake. This gave him reason to believe that there must
be an armored vehicle at the lake's bottom. A few years ago, he told the story to the leader of the local war
history club 'Otsing'.
Together with other club members, Mr. Igor Shedunov initiated diving expeditions to the bottom of the lake
about a year ago. At the depth of 7metres they discovered the tank resting under a 3 metre layer of peat..
Enthusiasts from the club, under Mr Shedunov's leadership, decided to pull the tank out. In September of 2000
they turned to Mr.Aleksander Borovkovthe, manager of the Narva open pit company AS Eesti Polevkivi,to rent
the company's Komatsu D375A-2 bulldozer. (Currently used at the pit, the Komatsu dozer was manufactured
in 1995, and has recorded 19,000 operating hours without major repairs.)
The pulling operation began at 09:00 and was concluded at 15:00, with several technical breaks. The weight of
the tank, combined withthe travel incline, made for a pulling operation that required significant muscle. The
D375A-2 handled the operation with power and style. The weight of the fully-armed tank was around 30 tons,
so the active force required to retrieve it was similar. A main requirement for the 68-ton dozer was to have
enough weight to prevent slippage while moving up the hill.
After the tank surfaced, it turned out to be a 'trophy tank' that had been captured by the German army in the
course of the battle at Sinimaed (Blue Hills) about six weeks before it was sunk in the lake.Altogether, 116
shells were found on board. Remarkably, the tank was in good condition, with NO RUST, and all systems
(except the engine) in working condition.
This is a very rare machine, especially considering that it fought both on the Russian and the German sides.
Plans are underway to fully restore the tank.
It will be displayed at a war history museum in the Gorodenko village on the left bank of the River Narv.
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Preparing to pull it out.

People from the nearby village come to watch.

Komatsu D375A-2 is ready to go.

Here it comes...

Through the muddy bank of the lake

In mint condition.

Incredibly, after a few minor repairs, they were able to start its diesel engine.
Pretty amazing......!!
Here's a Stug from my favourite relic site.
http://www.detektorweb.cz/index.4me?s=show&i=2988&mm=1&vd=1
Scroll down and go through the links for some astounding finds...
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CLUB DIARY

th

Annual Competition

st

Xmas Night

November 16
December 21

th

27 November

Middle Wallop Show

th

Next Meeting: Wednesday November 16 (8pm to 10pm)
Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Paul Adams
Nigel Robins
Dale Koppi
Richard Stewart

Carlton Thurston
Russell Eden

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Club Secretary
Editor
Treasurer

Paul Adams
Tony Adams
Steve Edwards

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk

Tel: 02380 398858
Tel: 01794 519153
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